Paleo-Structuring Ante-Albian on the South-Tethysian Margin (Example: The Central Tunisian Atlas)
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ABSTRACT

The study of the tectono-sedimentary evolution of the lower Cretaceous series realized in the southern on the tethysian margin in the Tunisian central-Southerner Atlas, shows that the architecture of this field is governed by a NW-SE compressive phase. This latter has reactivated the old faults to give birth to associated, distensive and compressive structures at the same time simultaneously. It is about a network of combined strike slip fault EW dextral and sinistral NS which divided the cover into four zones of deformation corresponding to the right dihedron of the strike slip fault system. In the compressive dihedron, the deformation develops essentially several folds and in the distensive dihedron, normal faults which delimit horsts and grabens.
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1. Introduction

In Tunisia, the tectonic demonstrations of the lower Cretaceous are many and varied. The dispersion and the diversity of these indices tectonics and their contemporaneity with the Triassic movements led to various interpretations (compressive, distensive and/or strike slip fault movement), although this tectonics is largely studied but no synthesis was proposed.

In the Tethys field, the lower Cretaceous is marked by the opening of the South Atlantic and the first tectonic pulsation. In this period, Tunisia which is located on the southern tethysian margin, is found under the influence of this tectonic activity: the sedimentary deposits of this time record various tectonic sedimentary phenomena: in the northern Tunisian Atlas, Triassic borings date from Apatian-upper Albian [1-3]. In central Tunisia, the lower Cretaceous is marked by the reactivation of the old accidents NS, EW and NW-SE which affect this atlasic platform [4-9].

In the NS axis field, the lower Cretaceous series fossilize synsedimentary tectonic structures (faults, folds and discordance) testifying to a compression NW-SE of upper Apatian than upper Apatian-upper Albian age [6,10]. In the Bir El Hafey area a compressive palaeo-constraint is highlighted in the lower Cretaceous series [11]. The seismic profile interpretation of Kasserine area highlights a NE-SW distension during the lower Cretaceous [12-14]. This extension is also signaled in the Kef area [15]. In the Tunisian South, some folds along EW Tebaga accident evoke strike slip fault movement of Apatian tectonics phase [13] and in the Salt area the sedimentary sequence record this Austrian phase [16]. In the Saharian Atlas, [9] announces a condensation of the Barremian-Aptian series and NE-SW an extension at that time.

Sidi Aich-Bir El Hafey-Majoura-Meloussi area (Figure 1) located on the Tunisian central Atlas. It is consisted by the fitting of Atlasic folds (NE-SW direction). These solid masses are in the lower Cretaceous heart, surmounted in discordance by the upper Albian series. Miocene and quaternary compressive tectonics affected a sedimentary cover and compartmentalized this field in tabular zones occupied by the Gafsa vast plain in the southwest and Sidi Bouzid plain in northeast and in zones occupied by folded structures in the Northwest and the Southeast. Jebel Meloussi belongs to this sector, but is moulded on a great fault, that has an exceptional almost east-west direction.

The tectonic analysis shows that this area is affected by the NS fault of Ben Aoun (FBA) and the EW accident...
of Meloussi (FM) which have controlled the variations of facies and thicknesses of the cretaceous series [4,5]. The detailed study of the tectonic deformation in the lower Cretaceous series around these great accidents reveals that the configuration of this field is formed by the alternation of compressive and distensive zones.

2. The Lower Cretaceous of Central Tunisia

The Lower Cretaceous (Figure 2) was initially subdivided in lithological units [4]; recently, precise age details were brought [5,17-19]. The series leveling in the zone cover the Hauterivian-Cenomanian period with a hiatus of the lower and middle Albian which is materialized by a unconformity covering all central Tunisia [20]. In this field, the upper Albian series are unmatched on various terms of the Barremian-aptian series.

The Hauterivian is represented by the Boudinar Formation. It is primarily a sandy unit (ends, means and especially coarse) containing rare silty last on in its higher part.

The Upper Hauterivian-Barremian includes the lithological units of Bouhedma and Sidi Aïch:

- the Bouhedma formation is made up of fine limestones, locally oolite and bioclasts, of rolled dolomites, gypsum, sometimes variegated clays and fine sands;
- the Sidi Aïch formation is generally a sand entity, fine to very fine, white or grey beige. This entity contains at its base clays, silty clays and carbonated benches. The Upper Barremian-Aptian covers all the Orbata formation. This one is subdivided into two members or lower Orbata and higher Orbata [21-25]:
  - the lower limb of Orbata (Upper Barremian-Bedoulian) is represented by an argillocarbonate bar [5,21];
  - the upper limb of Orbata (Gargasian-Clansayesian) rests in discordance on the lower Orbata. It is formed by marl alternations, limestones, sands, and dolomites.

The zebbeg formation is also formed by two members:

- The Upper Albian is represented by the lower limb of the zebbeg formation. This one rests in discordance on one or the two members of the Orbata formation. It is made up of clays, marls, carbonates, and lumachelle intercalations.
The Cenomanian series is represented by the upper limb of the zebbeg formation. It is composed of clays and fossiliferous limestones and lumachelles in its lower part and marls and dolomites in its upper part.

3. The Ante-Albian Deformation and Structures Associated

During Hauterivian-Aptian, tectonics has remobilized the old accidents of the area in strike slip fault NS sinistral and EW dextral which have generated varied placated structures (Figure 3). These great fractures subdivide the area in four opposite zones with two to two compressive and distensive deformations.

3.1. Compressive Structure

The compressive structures (folds and reverse faults) located on the NW and SE zones of Jebel Souinia (Figure 4).

In these sectors, the deformation appears essentially by pluridecametric to kilometrical NE-SW synsedimentary folds without periclinal closing on the side of the accident (FBA and FM) and which are recovered by levels of the same age or overcome in angular unconformity by lower Orbata (upper Barremian-Bedoulian). These folds develop in the alternations of the Bouhedma formation (Hauterivian-Barremian) which occupy the heart of Jebels Zitoun, Ben Aoun and Sidi Aich (zone NW) (Figures 4(B) and (C)), those of Majoura and Meloussi Jebels (zone SE) (Figure 4(d)).

These compressive structures also appear in Jebel Kharroub. On the level of this mountain the upper Albian covers in discordance Gargasian-Clansayesian (upper limb of Orbata). Alternations of this member occupy the heart of this Jebel and they fossilize several synsedimentary directed to NE-SW folds (Figure 4(A)). The stereographic representations show that along the NS fault (FBA) the axes of the synsedimentary folds are directed N30 to N46 and plunge from 20° to 30° towards the NE or SW and along EW accident (FM) are directed N60 to N70 with a dip from 10 to 30 to the WSW or the ENE (Figure 4(D)). The directions of the axes express a
shortening NW-SE and a dextral and sinistral torsion respectively along two accidents FM and FAB.

These two compressive zones also fossilize in the Bouhedma formation, synsedimentary gaps, discordance (Figure 3(C)) and metric to decametric synsedimentary faults. They are reverse faults (Figures 4(A) and (B)) of 0.5 - 1 m of rejection towards the North are of N20 direction in N35 and dip of 30° to 45° towards the north-west (after swinging). The stereographic projection (lower hemisphere) of these reverse faults allows us to derive the shortening axis is oriented NW-SE (Figures 3(A) and (B)).

3.2. Distensive Structures

The distensive structures occupy the Sidi Bouzid and Gafsa-Mejel Bel Abbes plains which constitute sub-tabular zones.

- In the Sidi Bouzid plain (Figure 4), exposed cretaceous grounds covered by quaternary encrusting level.

  These grounds are affected by great NW-SE accidents being delimiting grabens and horsts relatively low [5,25]. They are great synsedimentary faults visible in the Barremian-Aptian sub-tabular series of the northern anticlinal limb of Jebel Meloussi. They are normal faults of N130 direction to N170 showing mirrors dipped 60° to 80° towards the East or the West and carrying scratches with strong vertical components (40° to 80° towards the North-East or South-West). The stereographic projection (lower hemisphere) of these normal faults allow us to deduce that the extension axis is oriented NE-SW (Figures 4(E) and (F)). These normal faults limit one graben. On both sides of these accidents the Barremian-Aptian series show many variations of facies and thickness (Figure 3(D)). This tectonic activity appears at the end of Bedoulian by the collapse of the continental field of J. Kebar (Figures 1 and 4). It is about a sedimentary basin, limited to South-west by a normal fault of N140 direction which plunges towards the NE and towards the East (FKe). This basin is limited by the NS axis which has functioned in high bottom since the Jurassic period [11]. The continental formation of the J. Kebar (side equivalent of upper limb of Orbata) is overcome in discordance by the upper Albian (Figure 2).
The SW zone of Jebel Souinia is marked by the Gafsa NW-SE fault. This accident limits two large plains filled by approximately 400 m of plio-quaternary deposits: in the NE that of Gafsa-Mejel Abbes and with the SW that of Gafsa-Metlaoui.

During the lower Cretaceous the NW-SE Gafsa accident is reactivated in normal fault [8,12,26] which broke down the NE compartment occupied by approximately 1800 with 2400 m of sediments, whereas on the level of compartment SW of the fault (the area of Gafsa-Metlaoui) the lower Cretaceous is of approximately 1200 m thickness [27]. The data of geophysics show that the underlying structure of the plain of Gafsa-Mejel Abbes is affected by directed accidents N120 to N140 whose rejections are estimated to about 500 m. These faults delimit two NW-SE ditches separated by the horst from El Magtaa. The cartography of this area [28] and the subsurface data show that the deposits are thick in the center of the plain [29].

Thus, the sectors and SW of Sidi Bouzid and Gafsa-Mejel Bel Abbes correspond to a saturation zone in horsts and grabens oriented NW-SE which are located in the two dihedron in extension of combined strike slip faults EW dextral and NS sinistral of Ben Aoun and Meloussi (FBA and FM). In these dihedron, the NE-SW component of lengthening compensates the shortening produced by the compressive structures (Figure 4).

4. Interpretation and Conclusions

In the central Tunisian Atlas, compressive tectonics of the lower Cretaceous have divided Sidi Aich-Bir El Hafey-Majoura-Meloussi platform into several basins separated by major accidents that have guided variations of facies and thicknesses. The accidents close to NS and EW are respectively reactivated dextral and sinister strike slip faults. These orthogonal accidents have played the role of mechanical anisotropies. They defined four zones of deformation which correspond to the four dihedrons of the combined sheering system (Figure 4). In compressive dihedron, develop folds and reverse faults oriented perpendicularly to the direction of compression, discordance and sedimentary gaps, whereas the extension dihedron arise horsts and grabens oriented parallel to the direction of the shorting stress.

In Tunisia, several sedimentary-tectonic structures are
contemporary and compatible with this compressive phase of the lower Cretaceous: in the area of Kef, along the synsedimentary faults of NS and EW direction, the series of Valanginian-Barremian show discordances, gaps, variations thicknesses and facies and the reduced lower Albian, rests directly on Barremian [15]. In the Hammamet Gulf, the sub-meridian accidents show a reverse strike slip fault movement at that time [13]. In central Tunisia, and on the Saharan platform, this tectonic phase generated horsts and grabens of NW-NE direction [30,31]. In the Gabies Gulf, tankers highlighted NE-SW reverse faults contemporary of Aptian sedimentation [13].

This tectonic reported throughout Tunisia (on the ground and at the sea), has explained the high zones which are the seat of facies and thickness variations, of sedimentary gaps and/or angular unconformities and the low zones where the sedimentary sequences are thicker and complete. This compressive mode, also mentioned in Algeria [32], is underlined by a NW-SE directed compression, which persisted in the Aptian [10].

The direction of shortening generated by this compressive phase, in other words the direction of the principal constraint corresponds well to that produced by the sinistral displacement of Africa compared to Europe during lower Cretaceous [33].

The superposition of at least two axes at the level of the structures shows that the zones where these Cretaceous folds are outlined remained always favorable to later crumpling (crumpling Atlasic) and that the disturbances in the directions of the faults and the axes of the syn-Cretaceous folds are due to reorientations induced by Atlasic and quaternary tectonics and the remobilization of the old faults in strike slip faults (dextral and sinistral).
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